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Minority Sneech.as Objectively Measured and Subjectively Evaluated

Tora Kay Bikson, University of California, Los-Angeles

.
Spontaneous speech performance of ethnically diverse subjects is investigated by

way of objective linguistic measures and teacher evaluations. Interview data were col-

lected from 144 elementary school children, comprising equal white, chicano and black

subsamples evqnly divided among lower and higher grades. Speech evaluators were 60 white

teachers. Analyses focus on whether minority children are, or are perceived as, linguis-

.

tically deficient compared with white age-mates. Objective measures indicate minority

speech performance equals or excels white performance, but teachers hear it as signifi-

cantly inferior. Evidence suggests systematic underrepresentation of minority language

proficiency stems from disCrimination
difficulties and ethnic stereotyping.
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Minority Speech as Objectively Measured and Subjectively Evaluated

Tore Kay 3ikson, University of California, Los Angeles.

Race- and class-differentiated school achievemeJt poses a problem increasingly investi-
gated by way of differential langupze behavior. Explanations begin by noting that language
is the chief academic transmission and testing medium. If lower status minority children
are linguistically deficient, a consequent achievement difference would be expected. It
has been proposed that minority children come to school with "less language"--they have
less to say, and fewer labels less adequately organized for saying it (Raph, 1965; Bereiter,
et_al:, 1966). An alternative hypothesis is that minority children exhibit an undisturbed
linguistic Proficiency (Labov, 1970) which objective tests standardized over majority usage
norms fail to represent. Similarly, higher status speakers such as teachers who regularly
engage in s7dontaneous speech interactions with minority restondents may construe language
differences as deficiencies, being unable to discriminate and appropriately evaluate the
characteristics of a speech performance style other than their own. This circumstance
along with speech-based ethnic stereotyping (Williams, 1970) would lead teachers systemati-
cally to underrepresent minority language performance. While teacher judgments and stan-
dardized test results should thus be mutually corrobOrative, the outcome would be contem-
poraneously inaccurate with a distressing potential for subsequent self-fulfillment.

Method
Subiects. Ss were 72 lower-grade (third-fourth) and 72 upper-grade (fifth-sixth)

school children. Grade levels included equal numbers of white, chicano and black Ss,
sex balanced within each ethnic group. Speecb evaluators were 60 white teachers from
elementary schools in another district who volunteered to participate in a study of chil-
dren's speech properties.

Procedure. In an interview situation, each S told stories to each of four cartoon-
like pictures from the Children's Apperception Test.1 Card seauence was standardized,
and Ss were encouraged to continue until they had nothing further to say. All outputs
were tape recorded.

Dependent measures. From recorded outputs, the following set of linguistic measures
was derived: (1) response length (fluency), or number of words; (2) vocabulary diversity,
or number of different words; (3) repetitiveness (words/different words), or mean frequency
of wordrecurrence; (4) dispersion, or standard deviation from mean recurrence rate; and
(5) a uniformity:variety ratio, the coefficient of variation about mean recurrence fre-
quency. It was hypothesized that such use-based measures would not corroborate standard-
ized achievement measures which depict white children's performance as initially superior
and gaining in relative advantage over grade school years. Rather, chicano and black
speech performance was expected to equal or excel white performance, at least at the
younger grade level (Entwisle, 1968).

Evaluation measures were derived from the same recorded outputs, using equivalent
two-minute samples from each S. Samples were linked to form composite tapes of 12 speakers
each, evenly divided among ethnic groups and sex-balanced within them; to avoid variance
introduced by age differences, each tape sampled from one grade level only. Groups of
five teachers listened to and evaluated composite tanes on five dimensions: (1) speech
is fluent-disfluent; (2) vocabulary is diverse-narrow; (3) word usage is correct-incorrect;
(:4) nronounciation is bad-good; (5) sentences are fragmented-complete. Ethnicity estimates
were also obtained. Scale values were summed across raters to provide a single score per
C on each dimension. It was hypothesized that teachers responses woul,d not conjruent
witn nujective sample oroperties but rather ws'ald reflect regular patterns of status dif-
ferentiation paralleling patterns in standardized achievement data.

Pnsu'ts
Tndent mezres were examined in anal:Tses of variance w'r.ere ethnicity, grade level

and sex.served as Independnt factors. nf ,rimary interest were effects of etnnicity,
7:rsde level, and their interaction. These srces of variance were expected to indicate
whether 7:inority children are, or are Perceivefl as, linc,uistically deficient compared with
white .I.:e-mates over the elementary ;.1-ades. Influence of sex was not examined. Planned
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..cellsomparisons oollapse over sex to investiaate differences between groups defined by
ethnicity and age.

Lin7ni3tic results. Tile ver-cal deficiency kypothenis predicts th:--t, given eauival=.rt
task:s, chiano and black Ss will produce shorter responses involving fewer different words
thgn whit,2 Ss. In fact, results showed a significant (p C.= .05) ethnic effect for response
length with. means favoring minority fluency. Cell 'comparisons indicated the difference
vas largest in-the younger grades (chicano vs. white, p<.0l; black vs. white, n<.05) and
was insignificant in the upper grades. A similar result pattern emerged for number of dif-
ferent Words, with one exception: in the white sample, significant gains in vocabulary
diversity occurred between grade levels (.05<p.10).

Repetitiveness and dispersion of word use were investigated to insure greater res-.
ponse length is not simply a function of greater repetition as a deficiency thesis would
predict. Interestingly, both measures manifested strong effects (p.01) for ethnicity,
minority speech evidencing greater repetitiveness as well as greater dispersion of word
types. Cell comParisons again located significant differences only in the lower grades,
with the chicano-white contrast (-0(.0l) stronger than the black-white (ne.05) contrast.

The uniformity:variety ratio reflects vocabulary organization over a continuous text.
On this measure too an ethnic effect (p<.0l) emerged favoring minority speech performance
with differences preponderant among lower grade groups (a<.0l) and negligible in the
higher grades. Since text length systematically distinguishes groups, its influence was
probed by introducing a transform eliminating any differences on this measure due to num-
ber of different words in the speaker's working vocabulary. The results, representing
speech organization independently of extent of the vocabulary involved, showed no effects
for any source of variance.

Evaluation results. Because-teachers were extremely accurate in guessing ethnicity,
speech-based ethnic stereotyping as well as discrimination difficulties with unfamiliar
speech styles could lead subjective measures to deviate from objective ones. Two evalua-
tion dimensions, judged fluency and vocabulary diversity, reflected in content most closely
;,,hat linguistic variables measured. Like its objective parallel, rated fluency shoved a
strong ethnic effect (n<.025) but direction of differences was reversed, minority.'Ss being
judged less fluent than white Ss. Cell comparisons yielded equally significant (n.0l)
white-chicano and white-black contrasts among higher.grade Ss, mean evaluations of younger
groups not differing significantly. Perceived vocabulary diversity shows similar signifi-
cance patterns. Moreover, an ethnicity-by-grade interaction term approaching significance
on the previous measure emerges in the judged diversity analysis (n<.05), indicating
teacher evaluations of chicano and black speech become relatively more negative over grade
levels even though minority performance manifests no such change on the objective measures.

The correctness of usage and pronounciation scales provided ways of exploring the
hypothesis that status-defined style preferences guided teachers' judgments of speech pro-
ficiency. Vocabulary lists from each group indicated that lengthier word lists from minor-
ity respondents largely subsumed the white lexicon. Nevertheless, teachers heard signifi-
cant (n<.0l) ethnic differences in word use, judging white usage as more correct; cell
comparisons exhibited the familiar pattern of increasing discrepancy with age. An iso-
morphic but statistically even stronger set of results came from the analysis of pronounci-
ation ratings.

That subjective speech evaluation patterns are so internally coherent and so discreL
pant with objective measures suggests speech-based stereotyping is operative (in addition
to discrimination difficulties). The sentence completeness sca2e was included to check

this hynothesis. Pilot study indicated there were insufficient cases of sentence frag-
mentinT for analys.is. (Sentenc :.! incompletion has been fo:ind malnly to typify adult speech,
pres,x7latly bc:cause only adults unde.rtalle sedtcnces so ion&: und co:a.;,1e;: as to be left dang-

lin.) Jevertholess, resUlts showed teachers hear minority children usir*: significantly
more sentence framents, and :iear Lnis contrast (2('.0l) amonE

o] c'21cano, U111-. and whitc

Discussz.n
7onera1 pit,:,re of spont%nirls F2:-,eech characteristic. 21'
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-mope-different word types than white Ss. Minority speech also appears to be both more
repetitive and more diverse, effects contingently related to response length. When a
length-corrected ind=x 13 used, no effects remain. To T.he extent length is appropriately
included in characterizing verbal proficiency, minority children may be said to perform
_I.:atter than their white counterparts especially in the lower grades. When length is dis-
regarded; white and minority children's spontaneous speech exhibits similar properties.
In either case, objective measures reject the verbal deficiency hypothesis.

Patterns of subjective evaluations of speech properties do not, however, reflect
their objective counterparts. Rather, when minority Ss are responding 'with greater
facility than white age-mates (lower grades), teachers hear no significant differences;.
but when all groups are responding eouivalently (older grades), teachers hear white Ss
as sirmificantly more Proficient. Thus teacher evaluations, while mirroring reported
achievement patterns obtained from standardized testing, systematically underrepresent
minority performance. Two others points are worth noting. First, that teachers do not
hear chicano-black speech differences which apPear in the objective measures suggests
that their inability to discriminate properties of unfamiliar speech styles partially
accounts for differences between objective and subjective outcomes. Second, the very
regular patterning of minority evaluation (even for non-existent sentence fragments),
and the reversal of age trends from objective to subjective measures, suggests ethnic
stereotyping is also at work in the results. The extent to which teacher unresponsiveness
to rdnority ability at the younger grade level is related to absence of objective perfor-
mance gains at the older level cannot be assessed here. However it is clear that there
are many links between speech performance style and school success.

1Data were collected as part of a larger study of factors influencing adjustment
and achievement in newly desegresated schools, NSF grant 4-444040-22064 (H. Gerard and
U. Miller, principal investigators).
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